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Waltercio Caldas. Glass Photo-shooting Stone, 2015. Stainless steel and onyx. 
13 x 61 x 19 3/5 in. (33 x 115 x 50 cm.).

developed in Brazil during the second half of the twentieth century. 
The guiding principle of Caldas’s aesthetic strategy is of a minimalist 
order. His work is connected to the experimentation developed within 
Brazilian neo-concrete art.

The exhibition at the Galeria Raquel Arnaud showcased the 
peculiar nature and continuous search for innovation of Caldas’s 
inquiries into three-dimensionality. He explores the expansion of 
the line across the space and traps viewers through perceptual 
commitment. The linear element serves to give movement to the 
work, suggests sound, vibrations and rhythm—as if dancing—or 
creates geometries, minimalist virtual volumes. The works are ac-
tual spaces/places activated through the interaction with viewers 
and there are many possible paths for those interactions. From the 
place where they are placed, his works are open to perception and 
flow freely in the space, defying the gaze with the voids that they 
generate. Caldas performs phenomenological oriented research as 
he involves viewers sensorially. 

Paulo Sérgio Duarte, a critic who has studied Caldas’s production at 
length, believes that the artist reinvents the space through the struc-
tures that he creates. According to the critic, Caldas’s work contains 
“a purely optical intelligence.” His “sculptures bring a subtle dose of 
humor that viewers enjoy through interaction.” Thus the experiential 
dimension is always at stake.

Waltercio Caldas began his career in the 1960s. He studied at the 
Museu de Arte Moderna do Rio de Janeiro under Ivan Serpa, one of 
the pioneers of concrete art in Brazil. He began exhibiting his work in 
1967, participating in several groups. He was granted an award for his 
drawing at the Galeria Gead in Rio de Janeiro.

In 1973 he presented his first solo exhibition at the Museu de Arte 
Moderna in Rio de Janeiro. On that occasion he presented thirteen 
objects and twenty drawings. Several of those works were acquired 
by the Colección Gilberto Chateaubriand.

The first critical text about his work was written by Ronaldo Brito 
and was published in the Opinião periodical, an important alternative 
newspaper in the Brazilian cultural scene at the time of the military 
dictatorship. In the mainstream press his work was reviewed by Fed-
erico Morais and Walmyr Ayala, both very active art critics at the time. 
His work has consistently been exhibited in the Brazilian art scene 
and abroad. In 1974, he participated in the exhibition titled “Brazilian 
Graphic Art,” which was promoted by the Itamaraty* and presented in 
Barcelona and Paris. In 1977 he was nominated for the Venice Biennale 
but he refused to participate for political reasons. At the same time he 
was co-editor of the Malasartes periodical, an important art and culture 
magazine in the cultural context of the country during that period.

Waltercio Caldas also creates public art. His first public sculpture, 
titled O Formato Cego (The Blind Form), was completed in 1982 on 
Paseo de las Americas in Punta del Este, Uruguay. He has created many 
other public works throughout his career. Standing out among these 
are the site specific sculpture titled Escultura Para o Rio (Sculpture for 
Rio, 1996) on Avenida Beira-Mar, Rio de Janeiro; and Jardim Instantá-
neo (Instant Garden, 1989) installed in Parque do Carmo, in São Paulo.

Some of the recognitions that he has received during his artistic 
trajectory include: the Grand Prix in 2004 for his installation O Ar mais 
Próximo (The Nearest Air) at the South Korea Biennale; the special hall 
featuring his work at the Fifth Mercosul Biennial (2005) in the city of 
Porto Alegre, Brazil. On that occasion he installed the sculpture Espe-
lho Rápido (Fast Mirror) on the shore of the Guaiba River—a work that 
received great response from the public. In 2007, he participated in the 
52nd Venice Biennale with Half Mirror Sharp, in the Italian Pavilion.

Lately, the artist has exhibited in several countries, such as Portugal, 
Austria, Ecuador, Belgium, The Netherlands, France and the United 
States, among others.

His works are part of the collections of institutions, such as the Centre 
Pompidou (Paris), the Museum of Modern Art, MoMA (NY), the Museu 
de Arte Moderna in São Paulo (MAMSP), the Museu de Arte Moderna 
in Rio de Janeiro (MAM), and the art collection of the Instituto Inhotim, 
and other institutions and private art collections worldwide.

The exhibition Fiction in Things offers the public an intense experi-
ence with the poetics of Caldas. The show was conceived to establish 
an open dialogue with visitors. The objects were there to be revealed 
before each viewer. There is never pre-designed content in his works. 
The sensory experience of each viewer is the fundamental way to 
build that revelation.

* Itamaraty (or Foreign) is the executive body responsible for foreign 
policy and international relations in Brazil.

LISBETH REBOLLO-GONÇALVES 

Rubens Mano
Galeria Millan

A couple of years after the arrival of Columbus in what would later be 
called America, Spain and Portugal signed the Treaty of Tordesillas, an 
agreement that divided the land found in the new continent among the 
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Rubens Mano. Quinhão (Quota), 2015. Wooden model to a 1:525 scale.

two empires to avoid further conflicts. It established a meridian located 
370 leagues from the Cape Verde islands and stated that: everything 
in the east is mine and everything in the west is yours.

The curious thing is that the new “legal owners” of the American ter-
ritory were unaware of the location, boundaries and dimensions which 
they had declared as their own. It was a matter that would eventually 
have a profound impact on the formation of American society, given 
that from the very beginning of colonization, documents and the written 
word were used to create reality instead of just recording it.

Consisting of 17 works, the exhibition titled “Social Contract” by 
Rubens Mano addresses that paradox that emerged from the conflict 
between good and property, land and writing, fact and certificate; a 
collapse that leads to issues of demarcations, boundaries and borders.

Upon entering the gallery viewers encounter Lastro (Vallast, 2015), 
a work consisting of a map that outlines the territory of Portugal 
post-treaty. Further ahead, viewers find photographs from the series 
titled Interval (2014), Cunha (Cuña, 2015) and the installation Quinhão  
(Quota, 2015). This group of works focuses on a house in Sobral, a small 
town located 200 kilometers from Fortaleza, Brazil; a peculiar building 
in that it measures 1.5 meters wide by 35 meters long. After learning 
of its existence through a brief mention in the media, Rubens Mano 
decided to travel there to see it.

Indeed, the house is a paradox in itself, not solely for its misshapen 
dimensions, but also for being in the middle of an empty block; which 
suggested that its strange proportions were the product of legal limita-
tions, of bureaucratic paperwork, rather than of physical circumstances. 
Rubens Mano investigated the causes that led to the space and, unsatis-
fied with the version that it was a gift to a friend from the neighboring 

lot owner, Mano researched the maps in the Office of Public Records, 
where he found that the house was right in the space meant for a street; 
a road whose first portion was added to the neighboring lot, while the 
second, meager, and more miserable section was assigned to the house.

Quinhão is a wood mockup of the house on scale of 1:525; which in 
itself appears to denote the contradiction of its own referent: too big to 
be a mockup and too small to be a building. It is a geometric body that is 
divided into 16 pieces, a number that matches the parts in which the ter-
ritory of Brazil was divided into after Tordesillas. The work will sell by the 
fraction, which means that each buyer will take their own piece of cake.

Other series of photographs in the exhibition include: Naturaleza 
Privada (Private Nature, 2014), which shows old advertising images 
arranged on sections of huge rocks from roads in El Salvador. The bor-
ders between the advertising images and the colossal stone have been 
eroded by the passing of time, along with the question of who granted 
the right of ownership over that piece of wall. On the other hand, there 
are photographs of metallic spiral staircases that occupy the platforms 
of the poor neighborhoods in Fortaleza; beautiful, fragile and precarious, 
the stairs are a clear invasion of the platform, the public space. In turn, 
these pictures come into play with an earlier work, Contrato Social (Social 
Contract), a sculpture in which two spiral staircases are fused together, 
an apparent attempt to save space that has been taken to a collapsing 
extreme, that is, to the inability of conceding space. Enigmatic object 
whose steps display engraved words from Rousseau’s book.

The video Análise de Sistemas (Systems Analysis, 2011) shows a 
very humorous and ironic scene recorded in Cuenca, Ecuador. At first 
glance, the work appears to be a photograph of a small building, but 
a careful look reveals the movement of a security camera installed on 
the top floor. The camera nervously looks over, monitors, back and 
forth as though if it were tired of its own obsession; pensive, it pauses 
and looks at one of the building’s walls. The scene is paradoxical, first 
because the guard—the camera—is being monitored; and second, be-
cause any decent thief would learn the camera’s movement in order to 
stay slightly behind it so he/she could not be noticed and, thus, could 
erase the boundaries of the property in question.

From Tordesillas to the space in Sobral, and from the spiral staircases 
in Fortaleza to the security camera in Cuenca, Rubens Mano explores 
the issues associated with contracts, with what is mine and yours, in a 
metaphor that successfully and conclusively shows the tenuous border 
between appropriation and possession, between theft and property, 
between misappropriation and lawful acquisition. In sum, it shows the 
paradoxical nature of property, given that time after time it must break 
its own limited condition so it can be constituted.

JULIA BUENAVENTURA

Fábio Miguez
Galeria Nara Roesler

The Galeria Nara Roesler in Sao Paulo presented until March of this 
year the exhibition titled “Horizon, Desert, Fabric, Cement,” by Fábio 
Miguez. The show was conceived to offer a panoramic view made of 


